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Welcome

Over 1.5 million people worldwide have already
experienced the Daylight™ difference. Our lights enable
them to work better, to enjoy their hobbies more, or to read
in greater comfort.

All Daylight™ lamps are developed and designed with you,
the customer, in mind. They come with built-in flexibility,
durability and mobility, so you can rely on Daylight™ lamps
to do the job, whenever and wherever you need them.

Daylight™ lamps combine craftsmanship, performance,
and quality with unbeatable value for money. They're
environmentally friendly too, being supplied with energy
saving bulbs as standard.

The Daylight™ design team never stops creating and 
we are always looking at new innovative product ideas 
or ways to improve our products. So let us know what 
you think of your Daylight™ lamp. Go to our website
www.daylightcompany.com for more details on how to
contact us. We’d love to hear from you!

You’ve packed the sunscreen, your holiday clothes and your toothbrush
- but have you remembered to pack your Freedom Battery Lamp? 

This unique lamp comes with a rechargeable long life battery, which
gives up to 3.5 hours of pure Daylight™ and has a strong carry handle,
making it ideal to take with you, wherever you go.

Whether you are going on holiday, visiting friends or attending your local
hobby class, make sure your Daylight™ lamp is the first thing you pack.

See page 6 for more details
Freedom Battery Lamp
D38017

Founder of the Daylight Company Ltd
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Use your Artistic license
For centuries artists have worked in north facing studios, trying to capture the perfect light.

Daylight™ lamps offer just that. You can direct the highest quality Daylight™ light with

6500°K onto your canvas or drawing board for optimal colour rendering, any time – night or

day.  Let Daylight add the finishing touches to your project!

Easel Lamp
D31075

Designed for artists who require perfect
focused light whilst using a small to
medium sized easel.  Comes complete
with a clamp, aluminium shade and
20w Daylight™ energy saving bulb
(100w equiv.).

Professional Artists Lamp
D33200

Created so you can colour match every
brush stroke accurately 24/7. This flexible
lamp with a 70cm long arm comes
complete with two clamps for both tables
and large easels and a strong 18w
Daylight™ tube (100w equiv). 

Twin Fluorescent
D30350

The brightest lamp in our range! Its fully
adjustable arm enables you to direct
the 2x15w Daylight™ tubes (160w
equiv.) anywhere. Light up any project
with this lamp. 

Art & Craft Light Box
D32000

Perfect for tracing and embossing, this
lightbox outputs ideal low heat 8w
Daylight™ perfect for reducing eye
strain. Designed to fit A4 paper, both
landscape and portrait.
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Daylight classic
Portable Lamp
D33150

A real Daylight™ classic. Mains operated, 
its lightweight and compact design folds
neatly together making this the perfect lamp
for taking the low heat 13w Daylight™ 
(75w equiv.) with you wherever you go – 
craft clubs, classes, while travelling or just
about the house.

Also available

Daylight™ Carry Bag
D62000

Suitable for
D33150/D33507
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Relax with Antique chic
You’ll love our unique range of stylish antique lamps. They can be used for all kinds of

hobbies, and any accessories can be easily removed so you can read by comfortable

Daylight light. 

Ultimate 
Floorstanding Lamp
D21078-01 antique

Our stylish floorlamp with 6 optional
wheels, flexible head and 20w
Daylight™ light (100w equiv.) is fully
height adjustable. It comes with a
unique removable craft tray with dust
cover, a chartholder and a magnifier to
make fine details easily visible.

Ultimate Table Top Lamp
D21037 satin silver
D21038 antique

Available in 2 different finishes, antique
and satin silver. It comes with a 
20w Daylight™ energy saving bulb
(100w equiv.), a completely flexible
head, and extendable arm to give you a
55cm reach (ideal for working with
sewing machines and scrapbooking).
Just like the floorstanding version, 
it comes with 3 clever accessories!

1
2
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Daylight classic
Deluxe Floorstanding
Lamp
D21068 antique

This slightly shorter floorstanding
lamp comes complete with 
a flexible head and 11w Daylight™
light (60w equiv.). Supplied with
magnifier and chartholder for the
best results.

The Ultimate Table lamp is really flexible. Use it with
or without accessories, with the arm upright or extended,
as a practical tool or a stylish lamp. You choose!

4  |  5

Height
adjustable
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Don’t just stitch, Stitch smarter!
Daylight™ lamps are designed so you can do your hobby better. Our new Daylight™

stitching stand is foldable for quick and easy storage, while the new Freedom Battery

lamp offers ultimate convenience, so you can work wherever and whenever you want.

1

Daylight™ Table Top Lamp
D23020

Our most popular table lamp with the
best 18w Daylight™ light (100w equiv.).
With its fine polished acrylic magnifying
lens for detailed work and adjustable
arms for both light and lens, this lamp
lets you focus Daylight™ accurately 
to produce perfect results each and
every time...

StitchSmart Stand
D53047 silver/cream

The perfect partner for needlework!
With its strong jaw, the stand holds your
frame or hoop firmly in position. The
unique swivel system allows you to lift
and rotate the frame 360° at anytime.
Quick to assemble, it is ready to use in
seconds and folds away for easy
storage. Practical, stable, height
adjustable… stitch smarter with
Daylight™! (Frame and wooden 
parts not included)

StitchSmart Accessory
Pack
D24047 silver/cream

The must-have accessories for your
StitchSmart Stand. The flexible lamp
comes with an 11w low heat Daylight™
bulb for perfect colour matching and a
1.75X removable magnifier for all your
intricate work. But as if that wasn’t
enough, this pack also comes with a
practical chartholder for all your
patterns and drawings.

Daylight classic
Daylight™ Floorstanding
Lamp
D23030

This practical work lamp comes
with the best 18w Daylight™ tube
(100w equiv.), 5 wheels and a
removable 1.75X lens. This is a
great lamp for hobby rooms.

2 3
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Freedom Battery Lamp
D38017

Battery or mains operated, you choose!
Use the lamp anytime anywhere for up
to 3.5hrs. Work in optimal comfort with
13w (75w equiv.) Daylight™ light. 
The slick design of this fantastic lamp
integrates a strong handle for easy
transport. And with the Daylight power
technology™, it even charges when
used on the mains…clever isn’t it?

6  |  7
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Our frames are used in
a horizontal position
resting on a floor
stand, and we stitch with
our right hand above and
left hand below, so that the
needle and thread is passed
smoothly through the silk fabric. 

We sometimes use a unique
Japanese box lamp which is
lightweight enough
to rest on our
frames and gives
directional
illumination. When
a wider area of
light is needed a
floor standing
lamp is
required as
we cannot
stand or attach
anything heavy
onto our frames.
Good light also relieves
eye strain and reduces the
need for constant
magnification.

The Way of the

Traditional Japanese embroidery has held an important

place in Japan's religious and secular culture for more

than a thousand years. Those of us who study the

traditional art and discipline of Japanese embroidery as

taught by the Japanese Embroidery Center: Kurenai-Kai,

follow the teaching of the renowned late Master Iwao

Saito. His vision, to make Japanese embroidery available

to people around the world, is now continued by his

successors, and passed down through Authorised

Graduate Tutors who wish to share their passion 

with others.

This traditional embroidery is worked with silk and metallic
threads, usually on a silk ground using a frame of a type
used in Japan for over a thousand years. With the fabric
held drum-tight, tension can be kept on the threads to
increase their shine. The extremely sharp hand made
needles, and another essential tool called a tekobari, or
stroking needle, are used to control the threads and to
stroke flat silk to enhance the shine.

The type of silk used is reeled filament (not floss) silk,
which is continuous and unbroken. Filaments wound off a
cocoon can be over a mile long and sixteen of these
filaments are combined to make up one strand of flat silk.
This is used either flat or twisted by hand to a variety of
thicknesses and degrees of twist.

Japanese goldwork is always a favourite with show
visitors. Beautiful and in a class of its own, gold is usually
couched down with Japanese orange red silk thread
which warms and enriches the gold. Gold and silver work
is often given an added dimension with layers of stitched
padding of cotton and/or red silk beneath.

For anyone passionate about their craft, a feast of colour
is an inspiration and we have over 250 colours of flat silk
to choose from. Also, as well as the usual gold and silver,
there are nearly 100 different colours and types of metallic
threads to add highlights or emphasis to the embroidery.
Even more options can be created by combining silks
and metallics into one stitchable or couchable thread!

Good natural light is essential to us, not only in our
stitching but also in the choosing of colours etc. Without
good true daylight, a dull or rainy day will affect the
choices that are made - and the time of day too, as you
will choose more tired colours in the afternoon than those
that you would choose in the morning! 

Discover a craft with Daylight

Needle

Margaret Lewis, 
Graduate & Authorised Tutor, 
Japanese Embroidery Center:
Kurenai-Kai

Mag Lamp
D21000-01

This practical no- nonsense magnifying lamp comes
with a semi-rimless 13cm/5” precision acrylic lens
with removable lens cover, to give you a wider
viewing area. Designed with a strong metal arm with
internal springs to hold its position exactly and a
11w Daylight™ bulb (60w equiv.). Supplied with
table clamp. For accessories see page 13.

Slimline Magnifying Lamp
D22030-01

This unique, stylish slimline magnifier is ideal for all
your detailed work. The bright 22w low heat and
flicker-free Daylight™ tube (100w equiv.) combines
with the slimline head and adjustable internal spring
arm. Two easily changable 13cm/5" glass lenses
(1.75X and 2.25X) ensure you see intricate details
clearly. Supplied with table clamp. For accessories
see page 13.

Ultra-Slim Magnifying Lamp
D22020-01

Designed especially for the serious needleworker,
crafter, hobbyist and artist, the NEW Ultra-slim
magnifying lamp combines the largest precision
glass lens (17.5cm/7") with the strongest Daylight™
(28w - 150w equiv.) so you can see more of your
work in precise and clear detail, and work for longer
in comfort.  Supplied with table clamp.

For more information visit
http://www.japaneseembroideryuk.com/

Three extra lenses are available separately for D22020-01.
D61001 – Lens 1 (2.25X)            
D61002 – Lens 2 (3.0X)
D61007 – Swing arm lens (4.0X)

Attention to detail!
Need to get closer? Our range of ‘good – better – best’ magnifying lamps provides the optimal

combination of Daylight™ lighting and precision magnification for any detailed work.
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Other favourites
Other popular specialist lamps and accessories which feature a Daylight bulb and unique

accessories that make them ideal for individual hobbies.

Clip-on Spectacle
Magnifiers
D91171

Get precisely the magnification you
need with our unique box set of four
lenses (1.7, 2.0, 2.5 and 3.0 X
magnification). Simply clip the
lightweight frame to your glasses,
select the lens and see all the intricate
details with needle-sharp clarity. Just
flip up the lens for normal viewing.

Acrylic Neck Magnifier
D90920

Acrylic 11cm lens and 2.0 X
magnification.

Clip-on light available separately
D90924.

Wide Neck Magnifier
D90922

For a maximum viewing area, acrylic 
14 x 11cm lens and 1.75 X
magnification.

Clip-on light available separately
D90924.

Glass Neck Magnifier
D90921

Glass 11cm lens and 2.0 X
magnification in matt black.

Clip-on light available separately
D90924.

Magnify your world
If you need just that little bit extra help to see the details, then we have the magnifier for you.

Our magnifiers can be used at a table, clamped where required in your workspace, or even

hung around your neck – you choose.

Portable Lamp
D33507 silver

Daylight’s classic portable lamp comes in a new design and a stunning
satin silver finish. This 13w mains operated lamp (75w equiv.) folds neatly
together making it conveniently portable and a great lamp for using
anywhere in your home. A specially designed padded carry bag is available
separately (D62000), see page 3.

PL Desk Lamp
D33040 white
D33041 black

This lamp is perfect for drawing or writing at a desk. The multi angle head-
joint allows you to position the light exactly where you need it and as the PL
desk lamp is supplied with both clamp and table base, you can use it on
any work area. This lamp comes with an 11w Daylight™ energy saving tube
(60w equiv.) for the best quality of light.

Flexi-light on Clamp
D31120

In clean white and chrome finish, this handy lamp clamps onto so many
surfaces – table, desk, easel and frame or wherever you want to work. The
36cm flexible arm can be angled and positioned to put low heat Daylight™
where you need it. This lamp comes with a soft 11w Daylight™ energy
saving bulb (60w equiv.).

Stitchmaster Seat Stand
D52015

With a lightweight, blond wood frame, this height adjustable seat stand is
for comfortable stitching in any chair wherever you want to work. Suitable
for any type of frame (bar, roller and hoops) up to 53cm, enabling you to
work for hours in complete comfort and allowing quick and simple
fastening off (frame not included).

Needlework Up-Light
D36010

This mains powered unique lightweight (only 1.1kg) needleworker’s light-
box, softly shines Daylight™ up through your fabric so you can see the
weave of dark fabric clearly, easily locate your needle position and work in
complete comfort on your lap or work table. Includes a removable and
cleanable cushion.

1
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Flexilens on Clamp
D90940 black
D90942 white

These handy magnifiers can be clamped
to frames, table tops and desks to work
where you do. In matt black or bright
white, the 46cm arm for longer reach
combines with a 13cm lens so you can
see all the intricate details.

Flexilens on Base
D90946

This handy table magnifier with a weighted
base, makes this lens very sturdy and
stable as well as very convenient. The
46cm arm for longer reach combines with
a 13cm lens. Use it on any flat working
surface to give you the magnification you
need, where you need it.

Double Flexi Clamp
D51010

If you need both hands free, but need to
check a pattern, design, text or photo as
you work, then this is the ideal handy
working companion. Clamp it to your
table, frame, drawing board or work
surface and angle it to the perfect viewing
position.

Flexilens on Mini-Clip
D91101

Slim but powerful; this flexilens is ideal 
for clipping onto small frames or work
surfaces. With a 9cm diameter lens with 
a 2cm higher magnification inset lens 
and flexible arm; giving you the detailed
precision you need, exactly where you
need it.

Flexilens on Mini-Base
D91091

This versatile magnifier has five holes on
its mini-base making it ideal for pinning to
lace cushions and for model making. 
This 9cm diameter lens with a 2cm higher
magnification inset lens and flexible arm
gives you the detailed precision you need.

10  |  11
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Daylight™ PL Tubes
(energy saving)

D12600 8w
D12601 15w
D13621 18w
D13622 11w
D13625 13w
D13626 13w (only for D38017)

Daylight™ 
Carry Bag
D62000

Suitable for
D33150/D33507

Small table base
D52050

Suitable for
D21000-01/D22030-01
Weight: 9Kg

Large table base
D52060

Suitable for
D22020-01/D30350
Weight: 13.5Kg

Universal
Floorstand
D53050

Suitable for
D21000-01/D22030-01
Weight: 10.5Kg
Height: 74cm

Ultimate 5 Spoke
Floorstand
D53060

Suitable for
D22020-01/D30350
Weight: 12Kg
Height: 72cm

Daylight™ Bulbs
(energy saving)

D15110 11w ES
D15111 11w BC
D15115 11w GU10
D15200 20w ES
D15201 20w BC

Daylight™ spotlight bulbs

D11120  60w ES R63
D11122  60w ES R80
D11121  100w ES R80

Daylight™ standard bulbs

D11101  100w BC
D11103  60w BC
D11111  100w ES
D11113 60w ES

Daylight™ circular tube
(energy saving)

D12010 22w/T5
D12000 28w

Brighten up your life!
One of the most important features that makes our lamps truly unique is the Daylight™ bulbs.

Nothing shines up your project like a Daylight™ light! Our bulbs guarantee perfect colour matching,

reduce eye strain and glare, help you see details and small print more easily and are low heat and

energy saving. You will read or work for hours and your eyes will still feel fresh! Help your eyes and

the environment, use Daylight bulbs!

Other Daylight™ bulbs
Feeling nostalgic? Our classic Daylight™ bulbs and spotlights are still available. 

Who knows, soon they might become collector items!

Freedom Battery Lamp
D38017
• light: 13w Daylight™ tube (D13626)
• supplied with a long life battery
• up to 3.5 hours on battery!

Ultimate 
Floorstanding Lamp
D21078-01
• light: 20w Daylight™ bulb (D15200)
• lens: 13cm, 1.75 X magnification
• supplied with foot switch and 3

removable accessories
• 6 optional wheels included

Deluxe 
Floorstanding Lamp
D21068
• light: 11w Daylight™ bulb (D15110)
• lens: 13cm, 1.75 X magnification
• supplied with 2 removable accessories

Floorstanding Daylight™ Lamp
D23030
• light: 18w Daylight™ tube (D13621)
• lens: 13cm, 1.75 X magnification
• floorstand on 5 wheels
• supplied with 1 removable magnifier

StitchSmart Accessory Pack
D24047
• light: 11w GU10 Daylight™ bulb

(D15115)
• main lens: 11cm, 1.75 X magnification
• inset lens: 2.5cm, 4.0 X magnification
• includes lamp, magnifier and

chartholder

Flexilight on Clamp
D31120
• light: 11w Daylight™ bulb (D15110)
• flexible 36cm arm

Table Top Daylight™ Lamp
D23020
• light: 18w Daylight™ tube (D13621)
• lens: 13cm, 1.75 X magnification
• supplied with 1 removable magnifier

Portable Lamp
D33150/D33507
• light: 13w Daylight™ tube (D13625)
• mains operated
• bag sold separately D62000

Ultra-Slim 
Magnifying Lamp
D22020-01
• light: 28w Daylight™ tube (D12000)
• lens: 17.5cm, 1.75 X magnification
• supplied with table clamp
• additional stronger lenses available

Technical section
Check out the details and spare bulbs for all our Daylight™ lamps.

All dimensions measured in cm.
Due to continuing improvement and development, The Daylight Company Ltd reserves the right to modify or change any of the specifications listed without prior notice.
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Ultimate Table Top Lamp
D21037/D21038
• light: 20w Daylight™ bulb (D15200)
• lens: 13cm, 1.75 X magnification
• supplied with 3 removable accessories
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Slimline Magnifying Lamp
D22030-01
• light: 22w Daylight™ tube (D12010)
• lens 1: 13cm, 1.75 X magnification
• lens 2: 13cm, 2.25 X magnification
• supplied with table clamp

Magnifying Lamp
D21000-01
• light: 11w Daylight™ bulb (D15110)
• lens: 13cm, 1.75 X magnification
• supplied with table clamp

Needlework Up-light
D36010
• light: 8w Daylight™ tube 

(not replaceable)
• large lighted surface 35cm x 25cm
• removable cushion Included

Professional Artist Lamp
D33200
• light: 18w Daylight™ tube (D13621)
• 70cm flexible arm
• supplied with 2 clamps: 

a. easel clamp, up to 5cm
b. table clamp, up to 5.5cm

Easel Lamp
D31075
• light: 20w Daylight™ bulb (D15200)
• supplied with spring clamp

Twin Fluorescent
D30350
• light: 2x15w Daylight™ tube (D12601)
• supplied with sturdy metal clamp

Art & Craft Light Box
D32000
• light: 8w Daylight™ tube (D12600)
• suitable for A4 paper (landscape and

portrait)
• tracing area: 30 x 30cm

PL desk Lamp
D33040 / D33041
• light: 11w Daylight™ tube (D13622)
• supplied with both table clamp and

table base

Flexilens on Clamp
D90940 / D90942
Flexilens on Base
D90946
• lens: 13cm, 1.75 X magnification
• 46cm flexible arm

Flexilens on Mini-Clip
D91101
Flexilens on Mini-Base
D91091
• main lens: 9cm, 2.25 X magnification
• inset lens: 2cm, 4.0 X magnification
• 17.5cm flexible arm

11w 60w

18w 100w

20w 100w

28w 120w

Equivalent Brightness Ratings     
Light comparison between energy
saving and incandescent bulbs.

Accessorise your lamp

=

Saving you money
Energy saving bulbs use up to 80% less 
energy than incandescent bulbs.

-80%
Lasting longer
Energy saving bulbs last up to 10 times
longer than incandescent bulbs.
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